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ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality (AR) offers new capabilities for blurring the
boundaries between physical reality and digital media. However,
the capabilities of integrating web contents and AR remain under-
explored. This paper presents an AR web browser with an inte-
grated context-aware AR-to-Web content recommendation service
named as A2W browser, to provide continuously user-centric web
browsing experiences driven by AR headsets. We implement the
A2W browser on an AR headset as our demonstration application,
demonstrating the features and performance of A2W framework.
The A2W browser visualizes the AR-driven web contents to the
user, which is suggested by the content-based filtering model in
our recommendation system. In our experiments, 20 participants
with the adaptive UIs and recommendation system in A2W browser
achieve up to 30.69% time saving compared to smartphone condi-
tions. Accordingly, A2W-supported web browsing on workstations
facilitates the recommended information leading to 41.67% faster
reaches to the target information than typical web browsing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality;
Web-based interaction.

KEYWORDS
Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, Web Browser, Interaction in-the-
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the context of emerging mobile augmented reality (MAR), our
web contents (e.g.WebAR,WebXR) can superimpose on the physical
world through mobile headsets [8, 11, 35, 40], with multitudinous
applications including education and training [3, 12, 15] and en-
tertainment [30, 39]. However, the current augmented reality (AR)
experiences cannot proceed after taking off the mobile headsets.
The applications are single-purpose service with sporadic usages,
and eventually, the users give up the AR applications as the AR
experience disconnects from their daily activities [14]. Specifically,
we consider a common scenario as follows: “A user with an AR
mobile headset is on the way of one’s daily commuting. The user en-
counters a multiple physical entities and nearby events (e.g. shops and
restaurants) and results in related interaction with such entities with
AR views. The interactions have been recorded, and further bring con-
venience to AR journey through appropriate system recommendations.
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However, the interaction and the corresponding system recommenda-
tions in AR are not inherited to the sedentary workstation at home(s)
or office(s). In other words, the convenience discontinue once the AR
being dismissed."

As shown in the above scenario the supports of the practicality
and continuity of AR towards our daily lives even after taking off
the AR device are missing. Hence, the follow-up influence by AR ex-
perience is worthwhile for further investigation. How can we take
advantage of AR towards our daily life is the key question of this
paper. Collaboration between MAR interfaces and sedentary work-
station could become a common scenario in future. Therefore, this
paper aims to bridge the MAR experiences with the daily activities
even after taking off themobile headsets, by considering the outdoor
AR-driven journey before reaching the web browser on a seden-
tary workstation perhaps at the user’s workbench (e.g. the daily
commute). We describe the following in-use challenges.During an
outdoor journey, users with mobile headsets could encounter some
virtual overlays on the way until reaching the workbench. However,
the constrain-sized screen on mobile headsets can display limited
information [28, 29], while the full version of web contents will be
delegated to sedentary workstations. Afterwards, the web experi-
ences on workstations leverage the cues from the user interaction
with the virtual overlays in MAR perhaps outdoors.

An enabler is required to extend the web experience based on the
interaction in MAR, where context-aware physical environments
can facilitate the readiness of the users’ web experience in the
post-AR tasks. Thus, we propose AR-to-Web (A2W), a cross-device
framework for AR-driven context-aware web browsing, which
specifically bridges the human-web interaction in both outdoor AR
journeys and sedentary workstations. It features with user-centric
web browsing on mobile headsets, and accordingly, a personalized
web experiences driven by MAR. A2W allows concise web contents
to display on the constrained-size screen on mobile headsets for
ubiquitous web browsing with seamless user interaction, in which
the web content is adaptive to the physical surroundings and the
contexts. A context-aware recommender system in A2W offers ex-
tended AR benefits by connecting the MAR in outdoors to the web
browsing on workstations.

To the best of our knowledge, A2W is the first work focusing
on context-aware web browsing experience extended beyond mo-
bile headsets. Our contribution is threefold: First, A2W framework
serves as the backbone for illustrates the interaction paradigm be-
tween outdoor AR experience, context-aware web content, and
workstation web browsing experience. We present the interaction
model of context-aware web browsing minimizing interaction, as
shown in Figure 2. Second, the A2W recommender system has



taken the user interaction on mobile headsets into the account of
context-aware web browsing. This integration enables the AR web
browsing experience with better usability. Third, user evaluations
show that A2W context-aware web browsing experience outper-
forms the smartphone experience significantly. A2W can create
seamless benefits across post-AR stages.

2 RELATEDWORK
A2W is established on the basis of the literature on AR Web appli-
cations and content management, Recommender System, as well
as client-server architecture for task offloading.

AR Web Browsers: A User Perspective. AR applications can be
categorised into two types: (1) Leveraging the web technologies for
the implementation of platform-specific AR browsers [34, 43], and
(2) solely web browsers [20, 36]. Although the existing works facili-
tate the AR content generation and rendering of static animated
contents [32], the optimized design of AR layout, including visual
content placement and user experience is neglected [24]. A2W
parses a fully-functional webpage and achieves context-aware con-
tent placement in mobile headsets, and brings web contents in AR
with user-centric perspective.

A survey [13] demands for user-centric AR browsers considering
both the information display on AR interfaces and user affordance
in a holistic manner [10, 31]. The optimization of information place-
ment [2] with user cognitive loads [33], as well as content manage-
ment [7] under HTML 5 framework through connecting the sensor
data and web content, improves the usability of AR web browser
and hence achieves easier user interaction. The recent works build
a hierarchy to organise and visualize high volume of information in
AR displays [41], and adopt a flattened hierarchy for easier content
acquisition [17]. Although the latest works address the information
display on AR web browser and the gestural interaction, the user
interaction among these framework are not thoroughly studied. In
contrast, the generic context-aware framework of A2W further con-
siders the user interaction in outdoors before reaching sedentary
workstations, implying the continued benefits of multi-device AR.

AR Web Content Recommender System. Recommender systems
(RS) provide personalized recommendations on certain items or
products to different users. Most AR applications use distance-
based filtering and visibility-based filtering [46]. However, these
filters are insufficient to the dynamic change of environmental
contexts in outdoors [41]. Thus, spatial, visibility and knowledge-
based filters are suggested in Hybrid RS that employs two or more
above techniques to overcome the above inadequacy [37], and more
suitable for such AR scenarios. ReadMe [5] is the first RS with the
real-time hybrid algorithm, but neglects the user-centric interaction
with digital overlays. Considering the minimal interaction cost (e.g.
click no.) [21] in outdoors, A2W addresses the interaction cost of
MAR with RS, and reinforces the reachability of AR web contents.

Constrained Design for AR Web Browsing. Many AR frameworks
rely on client-server architectures to offload computationally in-
tensive tasks to a distal server, and provide a light-weight client
for mobile headsets [16] to alleviate the constrained computational
resource. Existing AR client-server architectures [10, 24, 45] effec-
tively render rich AR content after detecting markers or object

Figure 1: Theworkflow for the proposed 3-tier A2WARWeb
Browser: the leftmost column is the End User Interface and
Device Tier (Section 3.1); themiddle column is the workflow
of the rendering engine in A2W Web Browser Tier (Section
3.2), the rightmost column is theworkflowof the recommen-
dation system in Workstation Tier (Section 3.3).

features on smartphones but they neglect the key constraints on
AR smartglasses such as small screen real estate and content man-
agement. In contrast, the A2W architecture leverages geo-localized
sensitive information and displays content on the basis of com-
puted ‘region of interest’. In the A2W display, we avoid putting
the AR content in the ‘region of interest’[22] and the idle space
is used to show the web content for AR browsing scenarios. This
design intentionally reserves user’s interaction with the physical
environment in mobile scenarios. During the outdoor walk, the
users with the optimized content display have better experience
of immersive AR web browsing than the content directly overlaid
on the marker object, in terms of mental and physical loading and
efficient assessment of information[22].

3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
A2W is a 3-tier architecture: (1) End User Interface and Device, (2)
A2W Web Browser, and (3) Recommendation System tier, enabling
user interaction with existing web content (Figure 1).

3.1 End User Interface and Device Tier
The End User Interface and Device tier enables the user interaction
in mobile scenarios. We follow the WebXR API standard [35, 38] for
providing a uniform abstraction layer for real-time rendering and
access to interaction devices under the A2W architecture. Therefore,
common input devices such as embedded camera and wearable
sensors are supported when the data format following the WebXR
standard [19, 38]. Multi-modal input manages the input devices
then converts the input data into action and command(𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠) to
interact with the HTML elements and web browsing.

3.2 A2WWeb Browser Tier
A2W web browser is built on WebKit render engine with several
modifications, and supports the standard HTML protocol, which
is responsible for rendering all supported DOM elements on the
mobile headset. We list out the major modifications in our A2W
web browser: (1) The rendering process of HTML DOM elements
follows A2W browser workflow after updating the style proper-
ties of the elements . The default WebKit workflow maintains the
style processing. The CSS Parser governs the downloaded style
information and aggregates the external CSS files with the markup
style. (2) Device JavaScript Interface manages the sensor data from



Figure 2: The workflow in A2W framework: PTP ( algorithm 1) and CTP in (3) A2WBrowser encourages mobile (4) Interaction
with web contents, while the user interaction updates the (2) RS for seamless AR benefits to the (5) Workstation.

multi-modal input controller. It manipulates the selected DOM el-
ements with the supporting hand gestural interaction methods
in 3D by GestureML [23](drag and drop, resize, delete, duplicate,
translation, rotation, click and page navigation) when 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 are re-
ceived from a multi-modal input controller. (3) We adopt the Layout
Cascading Style Sheets (LCSS) template [22] which overrides the
original web page CSS and provides 3D spatial style properties for
the DOM element. The Content Transformation Parser (CTP) [22]
converts the DOM element with LCSS style into an appropriate
WebGL format, after the original WebKit CSS is parsed. (4) PTP
Layout [22] overrides the original WebKit Layout component to
achieve context-aware layouting for the DOM elements. Placement
Transform in the workflow handling the context-aware position of
each content block, which considers the distance between the user
and the related physical object. algorithm 1 describes the details of
the 3D DOM element placement in context environments.

To display content in AR, we adopt Layout CSS (LCSS), which
builds on top of the CSS language to provide AR specific display
information. The LCSS instructions are stored as a separated style
sheet. Several DOM elements, including < ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 >, < 𝑛𝑎𝑣 >, and
< 𝑖𝑚𝑔 >, have default LCSS attributes. Each website can override
the default LCSS style and create its own AR layout. The rendering
procedures from the HTML/CSS code to the AR display. comply
the following steps: (1) The A2W web browser receives and parses
the HTTP response. If the Content-Type is HTML, the CTP passes
it to step 2. Otherwise, the content is ignored. (2) A2W rendering
engine parses the HTML document and convert to a DOM tree. (3)
New requests are issued for each additional resource in the HTML
source including images, style sheets, and JavaScript files. (4) Ex-
ternal scripts such as JavaScript are parsed and executed, the DOM
elements are updated accordingly. (5) The CSS Parser parses the
downloaded style information and aggregates the external CSS files
with the markup style elements in the HTML source. (6) The CTP
DOM Inspector traverses and inspects the DOM tree to identify the
web page structure.

Algorithm 1. Placement Transform Algo. (PTA)
Input: 𝐴𝐶 : Set of unplaced web contents from RS, 𝑔 is the list of group for all web
contents in𝐴𝐶 ;

𝑐𝑎𝑚: Vector position of camera view space in virtual scene; 𝑔𝑝𝑠 : current user
GPS position;

𝐺 : contents group by category;𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑝 : Vector position of Top Menu from 𝑐𝑎𝑚;
𝑤: default width of every content;
while𝐴𝐶 not ∅ do

𝑐 ←𝐴𝐶 .𝑝𝑜𝑝 () ;
𝑐.𝑝 ← 𝑐.𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛;
if 𝑐.𝑔𝑝𝑠 not ∅ then

set 𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ← 𝑑(𝑔𝑝𝑠 , 𝑐.𝑔𝑝𝑠);
𝑐.𝑝 ← 𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 in 𝑐𝑎𝑚+ 𝑐 .offset;
foreach 𝑔 ∈ 𝐴𝐶 do

if 𝑐.𝑝==𝑔.𝑝+𝑔.𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 then
if 𝑐.𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡==𝑔.𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 then

hide 𝑐&𝑔, show icon of 𝑐.𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 on 𝑐.𝑝 ;
𝑐.𝑝.𝑥←𝑐.𝑝.𝑥 + 𝑐.𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ/2;
𝑔.𝑝.𝑥←𝑔.𝑝.𝑥 - 𝑔.𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ/2;
𝑐.𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒←𝑐.𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒/2*(𝑐.𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 );
𝑔.𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒←𝑐.𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒/2*(𝑔.𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 );

else
𝐺 [𝑐.𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ].append(𝑐);
sort𝐺 by𝐺 [𝑐.𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ] .𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

foreach 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 do
𝑔.position ←𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑝 + (𝐺 .indexOf(𝑔) *𝑤);

Output: Transformation of each link preview in the screen view of AR/MR headset

3.3 Recommendation System Tier
The recommendation system in A2W framework provides web
content recommendation service for both AR devices (mobile) and
workstations (sedentary). A2W recommender system (RS) is desig-
nated for web browsing on mobile AR or MR headsets, and worksta-
tions. A2W RS aims at minimizing the user’s interaction cost [21] of
reaching the item of interest during AR journeys, while maximizing
the information according to the context environment.

A2W RS is adapted from the content-based and spatial filters,
instead of the social network factor and collaborative filter in
ReadMe [5], with below details. The web content and its corre-
sponding URL are the only type of virtual objects recommended
by RS. The website URL is classified by the primary subject of the
content [1], and this object categorisation [5] further applies to



each content categories in A2W RS. Also, we introduce the user
interaction with web contents as the expanded factors in the weight
function for each web content. The user’s short-term preference
(𝑤ℎ

𝑖 𝑗
) records the browsing action such as clicking and scrolling in

the webpage, while the user’s long-term preference (𝑤𝐻
𝑖 𝑗
) considers

the rating of web contents. In both cases, the weights are directly
proportional to the number of user interaction but inversely to the
times it was in the recommendation list (RL). The weight will be
updated for all objects in the same content category (Eq. 1).

𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑓 (𝑤𝑐
𝑖 𝑗 ,𝑤

ℎ
𝑖 𝑗 ,𝑤

𝐻
𝑖 𝑗 ,𝑤

𝑑
𝑖 𝑗 ) ∈ [0, 1] (1)

When the user location or detected object from viewpoint camera
is changing, the weight of user focus𝑤𝑐

𝑖 𝑗
will be updated as Eq. 2.

𝑤𝑐
𝑖 𝑗 =

{
1, if 𝑂𝑏 𝑗𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒< maximum distance, or
0, otherwise

(2)

In specific, the weight is proportional to the physical distance be-
tween the user and the object, and its value is zero if the user has a
recent check-in to an object that belongs to the same non-repeatable
category (Eq. 3). The recent check-in object refers to any web con-
tents that have been opened and reviewed in a period. For example,
all the restaurant website can be classified as the non-repeatable
category by the user, once the user has access a restaurant website,
the weights of all restaurant web contents will be updated to zero.

𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = (𝑤𝑐
𝑖 𝑗 ∨𝑤ℎ

𝑖 𝑗 ) · 𝑓 (𝑤
𝐻
𝑖 𝑗 ) ·𝑤

𝑑
𝑖 𝑗 (3)

A2W scores all the contents in the database relative to each other,
such that the score for each content is between 0 and 1 inclusive,
and such that the total scores of all contents equal to 1. The scores
for each user-item pair (u,i) are computed as follows (Eq. 4). In the
exponential function (exp),𝑤𝑢 and𝑤𝑖/𝑗 refer to the weight of the
user and the item (i) embeddings in the list of result (j), respectively,
while the denominator represents the summation over all contents
in the database.

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑢, 𝑖) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑤𝑢⊤𝑤𝑖 )∑
𝑗
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑤𝑢⊤𝑤 𝑗 )

(4)

The algorithm of A2W RS starts with the given data including the
user profile, real-time location, results of logo/object detected from
the viewpoint camera, and all the user preference (e.g. previous
check-ins). Then, the algorithm follows the abstraction of weight-
ing virtual objects until the Nearest Neighbour Search [5]. The
content-based filters search for the metadata of web contents, and
remove those containing the prohibited keywords. Next, the user
preferences and context data convert to URL parameters for each
web content URL address, with three types of URL request formats:
GET request, POST request and RESTful API. As the recommended
results generated, the user preferences and parameters should be
attached to the URL in the formats of GET request and REST-
ful API. These parameters include real-time user locations, user
preference and web contents rating from the A2W web browser.
The GET request is formatted as 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑐𝑜𝑚/𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 .ℎ𝑡𝑚𝑙?𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 =

𝑣𝑎𝑙&𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒2 = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒2. Finally, the results are classified by the con-
tent category, and deliver to A2W browser. The RL synchronizes
with workstations, and allows the user’s reviews.

Web content dataset. Users on our web platform can create and
modify the dataset of web contents through A2W RS (see Figure 3),
i.e. the user can add specific Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
to their own RS. We construct A2W RS dataset by concatenating

Figure 3: The URI editor for the recommendation system. A
user can input the GPS coordinates for labeling the location-
based web contents. The web genre of the URI is useful to
group the rendering objects for both the A2W browser and
recommendation system.

placemark (i.e. GPS locations), street view images [44], and the
place items (PI) representing individual business entities. A2W RS
converts the PIs into web contents by adding the default weighting
values (Eq. 1). To evaluate the performance A2W RS dataset with
existing Google Map API unfiltered data (i.e. Place API), we count
the number of place items provided by Google Place API with the
GPS positions of each placemark (Figure 4). The key difference of
A2W RS from the default Place API is the user’s view point being
mapped with dynamic user preference (Eq. 3), leading to different
results in Table 1.

The radius of the place search limits to 500 meters , while the
focus is 90◦ Field Of View for each direction of the placemark (Ap-
plied for both A2W RS (Eq. 2) and Google Map Place API). Also,
we filtered out the web contents with categories not belonging to
the 96 categories of place types from Google Place API [18]. Since
portal/event/platform-based web contents such as Eventbrite/Y-
outube are excluded in the Google Map Place API, our dataset
follows the exclusion. We further classified the types of web con-
tents from Google Map Place API into nine main categories, and
matched with the web contents suggested by A2W RS to get the
coverage percentage of location-based information covered in five
specific regions.

We ran a simulation of A2W RS on the Google Street View
dataset [44] containing 10,343 placemarks with six pictures per
each placemark (62,058 Google Street View images). By default, we
collect the data from the Google Map Place API and convert each
location resource and commercial entity to the dataset in A2W RS.

Accordingly, Table 1 presents the total number of web contents
suggested by Google Map Place API and A2W RS grouped by 9
categories. We view Place API as the reference standard, i.e. the
higher the better. The total number of place items from Google
Map Place API is 6,132 (943 + 808 + 1145 + 987 +2249, Table 1) in
the regions, while the total number of web contents suggested by
A2W RS with the Google Map Place API dataset is 4,046 (65.98%
of Google Map Place API). Divided by the categories, Computers,
Business and Recreation are the top-3 highest ratio of web contents,
indicating that A2W RS dataset achieved sufficiently high coverage
of location-based information for these categories comparing with
Google Map Place API. Nevertheless, A2W RS still suffers from



Table 1: The comparison for total number of web contents suggested by Google Map Place API and A2W RS, in five regions
from the Google Street View dataset [44]. In each region, Place API column presents the number of items from Google Map
API, while A2W column presents the number of web contents from A2W RS with Google Map API. The 2𝑛𝑑 column adjacent
to the category is the ratio of web contents by A2W RS to the number of items from Google Map API. A higher ratio indicates
that A2W RS with the dataset is more suitable as the location-based RS.

Regions Orlando, FL Pittsburgh, PA South Manhattan Mid Manhattan North Manhattan
GPS Coord. From (28.537, -81.380) (40.434, -80.016) (40.706, -74.014) (40.734, -74.01) (40.75, -74.009)

To (28.558, -81.377) (40.449, -79.98) (40.733, -73.975) (40.749, -73.971) (40.764, -73.956)
Placemark count 1324 3078 1765 2036 1999

Category (Ratio to Place API) Place API A2W Place API A2W Place API A2W Place API A2W Place API A2W
Arts 58.56% 39 12 97 57 92 67 79 61 137 63
Business 75.32% 227 171 173 124 109 81 313 236 572 438
Computers 76.54% 275 236 50 38 127 72 69 38 195 164
Health 57.72% 101 64 158 74 240 116 188 79 427 310
Home 45.59% 66 25 56 21 35 14 57 20 194 106
Recreation 69.01% 170 136 99 73 167 83 51 42 197 138
Shopping 66.88% 45 38 88 63 174 92 125 69 193 156
Society 64.31% 20 13 26 15 52 37 64 48 149 87
Sports 60.59% 8 3 61 26 149 97 41 19 185 124
Total 65.98% 943 698 808 491 1145 659 987 612 2249 1586

lower ratios, due to insufficient dataset (e.g. Home, Health, and
Arts). Even though A2W RS current has discounted performance
compared with Google Place API, A2W emphasizes on the user-
centric interaction (Figure 4) with mobile headsets and its extended
benefits on workstations– that is, the compensation from the lower
interaction cost, to be examined in the next section.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: An example of A2WRS results in the simulation of
Google Street Map images dataset[44], including 8 (6) restau-
rants, 12 (3) shops and 8 (2) commercial buildings within
the radius of 500m, respectively. (a) The raw 2D web con-
tent results directly placed on the screen without PTP trans-
formation. (b) The results presented the recommended web
contents in CTP and PTP ( algorithm 1) transformed cluster
view, in which icons in groups are on the top menu.

4 EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM
In the experimental setting (Figure 5a), userswithA2Wweb browser
receives the recommendation lists (RL). The physical binding web
contents are placed on top of that object according to PTA in Table 1,
which is presented as OpenGraph link preview button format be-
fore the user clicks on link preview buttons. For other non-physical

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) Outdoor configurations with 4G network; (b) il-
lustrating A2W in the experimental tasks (e.g. restaurant),
plus hand gestural interaction; (c) a screenshot of A2W AR
web browser in observer mode, showing the initial interface
of A2W AR web browser with categorised web contents.

binding web contents, the category icons show on top of the AR
screen order by the score of the top-5 contents in the same cate-
gory. In the AR interface with category icons, the results from the
recommendation are listed in OpenGraph link preview format. In
case of the cluttered display caused by large amounts of physical
object binding contents, or more than two categories of the con-
tent in a radius region A2W web browser adopts the hierarchical
clustering [41] of web contents based on their categories. A hierar-
chical representation of the web contents is created for showing all
category icons and the number of the web contents in the cluster.
The ordering of web content affects the efficiency of accessing web
content and completion time. Therefore, the web contents with
higher scores being displayed in the first place.

The implemented A2W is evaluated to show that 1) the user can
access the target information ubiquitously, and 2) A2WRS enhances
both MAR and desktop browsing experiences. Twenty participants
(Gender: 14M /6F; Age: �̄� = 24.9, 𝜎 = 3.1) were asked to complete
three tasks of two-stage web browsing in outdoors (headsets) and
afterwards on workstations. To address the context information
related to the location of the experiments, we collected 50 different
types of websites configured with categories and URL parameters,



as the additional dataset for the local experiments: 1. Productivity
Web App, 2. Entertainment Contents such as YouTube and Vimeo.
3. Location-based web contents such as Yelp and Meetup.

4.1 Stage I: Outdoor Tasks
The outdoor tasks primarily examine the user interaction with the
information supported by PTA in A2W, throughout the daily sce-
narios of commuting between home and office. The participants
accomplish their tasks in a 4G network under two alternative con-
ditions: 1) A2W web browsing with adaptive UI: PTP layout
shows web contents in dynamic position on mobile headsets (Fig-
ure 5a and 5b); 2)Web browsing on smartphones (baseline): a
smartphone touchscreen with a typical web browser.

The participants perform three tasks [9] in random orders and
repeat three times for each task (i.e. 2 conditions * 3 tasks * 3 trials):
Find a nearby 1) restaurant, 2) a public facility, and 3) an upcoming
event. We record the completion time in each trial to understand
the A2W easiness in mobile scenarios. A 15-min briefing session
enables the participants to get familiar with the A2W interfaces
and the gesture set.

Figure 5c illustrates the user interaction with the web contents
on the mobile headset. The rating interface shows rating buttons
on top of each web contents. The score of the contents will update
once the user presses on the button. The unrated web contents
are contributed to a score of zero to the weight𝑤𝐻

𝑖 𝑗
. The leftmost

rating button means "Neutral" to the contents, and contributes the
score of 0.1 to 𝑤𝐻

𝑖 𝑗
. The middle rating button means "Positive" to

the contents and contributes the score of 0.5 to𝑤𝐻
𝑖 𝑗
. The rightmost

rating button means "Like" and contributes the score of 1 to𝑤𝐻
𝑖 𝑗
.

4.2 Stage II: Workstation Tasks
The follow-up task (i.e. 2 conditions * 3 tasks, no repetition) on
Workstations (WS) investigates the extended AR benefits in web
browsing in post-headset interactions. According to the outdoor
tasks, the participant works on the respective contents: 1) gives
food review; 2) rating on google map; 3) sign up the event. A2W
RS responds to the participants’ interaction of web contents in
outdoors and updates the recommendation list (RL) such as the
examples from Figure 6. A2W computes the utility rate of the rec-
ommendation list by counting the webpage visit in outdoors. The
utility rate indicates the complexity of the task and the quality of the
RL. A sophisticated web browsing task involves multiple webpage
visits (i.e. lower utility rate), or vice versa. Also, a high-quality RL
presents web content links, and the user shows interests in visiting
the web content, achieving a higher utility rate. A webpage, opened
from the Recommendation List, by typing URL, or from search
engine and contributed to the completion of task, is counted as one
effective webpage visit; the first HTTP request (both GET and POST
which redirect to another webpage or update of web content) and
URL forward from that webpage is not counted as an effective visit,
e.g. a web browsing is accomplished throughout one webpage from
the Recommendation List plus another webpage from the search
engine, where A2W counts one effective visit and two webpage
visit. Thus, the utility rate of link in the A2WRecommedation List is
50%. Furthermore, we adopt the Top-N accuracy metrics to evaluate
the accuracy of the top recommendations, comparing the items

the participants have actually interacted on workstations. RS pro-
duces the ranked list of recommended items based on the context
of environment information in the outdoor task. A2W provides
the updated list, and asks participants to click on the web contents
relevant to the task. Then, we compute and aggregate the global
Top-N accuracy metrics using Recall@N [4, 6, 47].

Figure 6: The procedures of sample cases in three tasks: 1𝑠𝑡

row: an input image from viewpoint camera; 2𝑛𝑑 row: the re-
sults from RS; 3𝑟𝑑 row: the result of adaptive content place-
ment by CTP & PTP; 4𝑡ℎ row: the result of A2W RL on
Workstations, showing the visited web contents aggregated
in A2W ARWeb browser, and recommended web contents.

4.3 Results: Outdoors, Workstations and RS
Two-way RM-ANOVA analysis shows the statistical significance in
the effects of Condition (𝐹 (1,114)=443.7 ,p<0.01) andTask (𝐹 (2,114)=
64.58, p<0.01) to the completion time in seconds (s), with signifi-
cant Interaction between Tasks and Conditions (𝐹 (2,114) = 11.76,
p<0.01). Figure 7 shows the task completion times of three tasks,
in which the outdoors and workstation activities are separated by
the conditions. Generally, A2W browsers with adaptive UIs con-
sistently outperforms the baseline of smartphone interactions in
all three tasks, achieving 30.69% shorter averaged completion time
(�̄�𝐶1 = 28.53 s, 𝜎𝐶1 = 3.33 s) than the baseline of typical browsing
on smartphones (�̄�𝐶2 = 41.16 s, 𝜎𝐶2 = 5.49 s).

TheCondition effect is represented by two distinctive platforms.
The headsets with A2W leverages the content display and man-
agement to compensate the feature lost in touchscreen interaction,
while smartphones own dominant interaction capability in terms



Figure 7:Mean completion time (Top ends of the bars) of out-
door and workstation tasks, with standard deviation values.

of direct manipulations on touch-sensitive surface [26, 27]. It is
important to note that the CTP and PTP in A2W browser display
the contents in the right way, and their backbone of A2W RS selects
the right contents. Under the similar tasks of finding a website in
three contexts, the user interaction with the typical browser on
smartphones involves a number of taps to direct into the target
context. Even though touch-based interaction (e.g. direct taps) on
tangible interfaces (i.e. smartphones) poses advantages of respon-
siveness [25], the information retrieval in A2W RS, supporting the
content managements in CTP and PTP, serves as a critical enabler
to assist the participants reaching the target information and reduc-
ing the interaction burdens on mobile headsets [29]. The users with
A2W achieves significant time improvements since A2W makes
the context ready for the user interaction, while the intuitive clicks
with hand gesture enable the participants to quickly reach the tar-
get web contents. With the adaptive UIs, the optimized content
placement leads to lesser visual demands and hence the shorten
browsing time. Figure 7 illustrates the mean task time and stan-
dard deviation for A2W with mobile headsets (purple) and typical
browser on smartphones (green) during the outdoor tasks.

Also, we recorded the average number of contents recommended
in the outdoor experiments: 15 restaurant contents, 8 public facili-
ties, 3 future events, and 9 other contents were recommended. The
number of contents is driven by the web content database and algo-
rithm, in which the static web contents such as the information of
restaurants and public facilities contribute a significant proportion
in our database. Thus, it is easier to reach the information about
the static web contents, and the significant Task effect makes dis-
tinguishable completion times among the three tasks. It can be
said that the difficulties of accessing the web contents are directly
proportional to the task completion times. The primary reason is
that the restaurant contents own the highest priority, while the
future events have the lowest priority; these priorities affect the
content displays.

In the follow-up experiments on workstations, web browsing
tasks with A2W RL (�̄�𝐶1 = 43.275 s, 𝜎𝐶1 = 15.3 s) outperforms the
baseline by 41.67% across all three tasks (�̄�𝐶2 = 74.20 s, 𝜎𝐶2 = 23.52
s). It is important to note that Task 3 results in longer completion
time than Task 1 and 2 as the task of signing up an event involves
text entry on the workstation. The complicated tasks (e.g. Task 3)
leads to a more obvious performance gap between the two condi-
tions. The participants without A2W RL have to spend extra efforts
to search the event on workstations. In contrast, A2W leverages the
weighting updates in mobile headsets, and subsequently reacts to

Table 2: The participant counts with effective visits in post-
AR, i.e. transition from a webpage to another, with increas-
ing task complexity from Task 1 to 3.

Task 1 2 3
Effective visit no. 1 >=2 1 >=2 1 >=2
With RL 20 0 14 6 20 0
Without RL 20 0 12 8 1 19

the users on workstation responsively. Figure 7 depicts the values of
means and standard deviations for A2W (yellow) and smartphones
(red) by tasks on workstations.

We defined the target number of webpage is 60 (20 participants *
3 repetitions), and recorded 87 webpage visited in total. The number
of the visited pages can serve as an auxiliary indicator to reflect
the difficultly of the tasks or the easiness of reaching the web con-
tents, but not necessarily the efficiency of a recommender system.
Thus, the task completion time serves as the key indicator for the
efficiency of A2W RS. In the study, one effective visit is counted by
a transition from a webpage to another. For instance, some partic-
ipants type the URL to visit Google Map, and subsequently type
the place in Task 2 (i.e. 2 effective visits). We report the effective
visits of the participants in Table 2. With RL, the overall utility rate
is 90% ((20+14+20)/60) as six trials involving the link from search
engine take more than one effective visit. Most trials are completed
with the web link suggested by A2W RS, resulting in the improved
completion time. In contrast, the utility rate drops significantly if
the target web contents are not available at RL, e.g., in the more so-
phisticated Task 3, most participants without RL did >=2 effective
visits, causing performance degradation.

Table 4 showsHits@5/@10 Count (H@5/@10 Count CT) and the
global Top-5/-10 (Recall@5/@10) accuracy metrics. A2W achieves
the Recall@5 of 0.321 and the Recall@10 of 0.506, indicating that
32.1% and 50.6% of interacted items (Inter. CT) were ranked among
the top-5 and top-10 items, respectively. That is, the users are inter-
ested in 1.605 out of 5 items for Recall@5, and 5.06 out of 10 items
for Recall@10. Although more suggested items (i.e. Recall@10)
demonstrates higher chances of hitting the target items, we have to
consider the practicality by balancing the hit rates and the limited
screen real estate on mobile headsets. Thus, Recall@5 becomes
a compromised choice for mobile headsets by introducing more
interaction cost, i.e. a scroll gesture to the next 5 items, while Re-
call@10 serves as a more favorable choice on workstations as more
spacious displays are available. We acknowledge that the small
number of trials, due to the limited participants, and the cold-start
effect, possibly introduce bias to the metrics. It is suggested that
the weighting in our dataset for context environments can obtain a
higher precision by long-term interacted counts.

4.4 User Acceptance to the A2W Browsing
After completing the five tasks, the participants fill in a question-
naire about the technology acceptance. The participants have high
technology literacy (4.2 out of 5.0). Overall, the participants are
particularly positive (5pt-scale in Figure 8). They found the A2W
browser to be easy to use (�̄� = 3.65). Indeed, web browsing without
context awareness was reported to be less efficient. Participants also
considered the experimental browser easy to learn (�̄� = 3.70), and



Table 3: Technology Acceptance Survey showing positive user feedback in three metrics of PU, PEOU and IU.

Questions AVG MED MIN MAX SD
Perceived Usefulness (PU), Cronbach Alpha = 0.9804 (>0.7)

1)A2W would enable AR web browsing in outdoor conveniently. 3.80 4 3 5 0.523
2)A2W would improve the way I look for web contents in mobile AR. 3.85 4 2 5 0.745
3)A2W framework is useful for the outdoor web browsing. 3.65 4 2 5 0.671
4)A2W browser is useful for displaying context-aware web contents in mobile scenarios. 3.60 4 3 5 0.598

Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Cronbach Alpha = 0.9629 (>0.7)
5)Learning to use A2W AR browser would be easy. 3.70 4 2 5 1.081
6)It would be easy for me to become skilful at using A2W. 2.78 3.5 2 5 0.759
7)I find A2W web browser easy to use. 3.65 3.5 2 5 1.089

Intention Of Use (IOU), Cronbach Alpha = 0.9962 (>0.7)
8)When A2W becomes available, I intend to use it for browsing the AR web. 2.89 3 2 5 0.827
9)When A2W becomes available, I will use it with mobile headsets. 3.65 3.5 3 5 0.745
10)When A2W becomes available, I would use it frequently. 3.90 4 3 5 0.641

Table 4: Global Top-N accuracymetrics using Recall@N, sep-
arated by Outdoors (O) and Workstations (WS).

Task 1 2 3 Total
Stage O WS O WS O WS
H@5 CT 21 31 15 18 8 13 106
H@10 CT 32 49 26 32 13 15 167
Inter. CT 60 90 55 65 30 30 330
Recall@5 0.35 0.34 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.43 0.32
Recall@10 0.53 0.54 0.47 0.49 0.43 0.50 0.51

Figure 8: Technology Acceptance Model [42] from Table 3
(Appendix), where 1 – disagreement and 5 – agreement.

to become skillful at (�̄� = 3.55). The participants also considered the
A2W browser to be a convenient solution to the outdoor walk (�̄� =
3.80). Although they considered that using the A2W would slightly
improve the way they control than the smartphone control (�̄� =
3.85), they found the prototype useful to outdoor web browsing (�̄�
= 3.65), especially for displaying context-aware web information in
mobile scenario (�̄� = 3.60). Finally, the participants generally agree
with using the A2W in the future and use it frequently.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a 3-tier AR web browsing framework named
as A2W, serving as responsive web design for AR. A2W sheds
light to the incrementally connection of the AR web browsing
experience with the users’ daily routines, primarily supported by
the context-aware recommender system. The experimental A2W
on AR headsets primarily serves as an evidence demonstrating the
novel paradigm of user interaction with mobile AR in our urban

cities. Users inside such immersive urban environments achieves
an overall enhanced usability of 37.75% in-the-wild.
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